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DIVERSE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN EVERY COMMUNITY

GDEcD uses an integrated approach to economic development to facilitate jobs and investment opportunities around the state.

- Attract new business investments
- Assist existing industry expansion
- Encourage small businesses
- Locate new markets for Georgia products
- Attract tourists
- Increase entertainment production
- Strengthen companies through innovation
- Expand international relationships
- Promote the arts
- Grow the state’s workforce
GLOBAL COMMERCE – REGIONAL SERVICES MAP

- Global Commerce Regional Project Managers
- International Trade Representatives

1. Stephanie Scouras - PM EIRR
   Alice Carson - ITM
   (404) 640.0107
   (678) 640.4365

2. Tammy Caudell - PM EIRR
   Alice Carson - ITM
   (404) 770.7531
   (678) 640.4365

3. Lindsay Martin - Director, EIRR
   Izaibhe Prince - ITM
   (404) 831.0944
   (404) 962.4118

4. Mary Ellen McDaniel - PM EIRR/Director E33
   Priva Verma - ITM
   (404) 962.4820
   (404) 962.4124

5. Margaret Lathem - PM EIRR
   Izaibhe Prince - ITM
   (404) 205.9030
   (404) 962.4121

6. Candice Scott - PM EIRR
   Kerry Barnett - ITM
   (404) 277.6695
   (404) 962.4119

7. Adriela Kelley - PM EIRR
   Sherbir Tafjian - ITM
   (706) 792.7294
   (404) 962.4050

8. Candido Scott - PM
   Kerry Barnett - ITM
   (404) 277.6695
   (404) 962.4119

9. Ryan Waldrop - PM EIRR
   Sherbir Tafjian - ITM
   (229) 868.3423
   (404) 962.4556

10. Tina Harring - PM EIRR
    Josh Jacob - ITM
    (404) 964.5580
    (404) 962.4091

11. Michelle Shaw - PM EIRR
    Priva Verma - ITM
    (229) 866.3995
    (404) 962.4724

12. Alice Thomas - PM EIRR
    Alice Carson - ITM
    (404) 416.9094
    (420) 640.4356

EIRR: Economic Impact Research and Resources
E33: Economic Development
ITM: International Trade Manager
PM: Project Manager

PM-ERR: Project Manager – Existing Industry and Regional Recruitment
ITM: International Trade Manager
GEORGIA TOURISM—REGIONAL MAP

- Regional Tourism Project Managers
- Visitor Information Center Staff
137 projects have located outside the 10-county Metro Atlanta region for FY18 to date

These projects have created $2.14 billion investment, or 87% of the total

55% of the FY18 jobs, or 6,583 total new jobs have been created outside of Metro Atlanta

164 projects located
$2.46 billion investment
11,963 jobs created

Existing industry expansions have accounted for 77% of projects located to date
Expansions have created over 6,400 jobs and $1.3 billion investment to date

Outside the Metro Region

137 projects have located outside the 10-county Metro Atlanta region for FY18 to date

These projects have created $2.14 billion investment, or 87% of the total

55% of the FY18 jobs, or 6,583 total new jobs have been created outside of Metro Atlanta
THANK YOU!